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INTRODUCTION
The American people's fascination with the Orient
began soon after Napoleon's invasion of Egypt in 1798.
Interest increased with Edward Fitzgerald's, Rubaiyat
of Omar Khayyam, in 1860, and peaked at the end of the
nineteenth century, largely due to the translation of
the Arabian Nights by Sir Richard Burton.

The interest

in the Orient continued into the twentieth century with
the works of Rudyard Kipling.l

In the minds of many

Westerners, the Orient, in the words of English
Professor Edward Said, became associated with "romance,
exotic beings, haunting memories and landscapes and
remarkable experiences."2
Part of the American Victorian fascination with
the Orient stenuned from the perception that values of
Orientals ran counter to highly esteemed Victorian
values of self-denial and self-control.3

The Orient,

to Victorians, represented wantonness and selfindulgence, values Victorians were attracted to, yet
found dangerous.

However, seeking to capture what

Jackson Lears calls "the intense experience" of other
cultures, American cultural vanguards sought to place
its version of the Orient in proper context.4
The context was places of play.

Self-indulgence,

considered quite inappropriate in work life, became
more acceptable in leisure life.

One means bourgeois

Victorians chose to separate formal behavior from
1

informal behavior occurred in architecture.

More

specifically, the use of Islamic architecture provided
a cultural form for separating places of amusement from
other arenas.

Given its association with the exotic,

cultural arbiters and wily entrepreneurs chose an
adapted Islamic style called "Islamic Revival" both to
separate and highlight the location of freer behavior.
In short, when one saw the Islamic Revival style, it
almost always indicated a place of amusement with
attendant liberated atmosphere.
During the years 1871 to 1929, America moved from
a producer culture to a consumer culture, from a
culture of self-denial to one of self-fulfillment,
from delayed gratification toward greater instant
gratification.S

Throughout this dramatic change from

the Victorian Era to the Modern Era, the sight of
Islamic Revival style buildings stayed remarkably
consistent, as it indicated those places of
entertainment and amusement and continued to be linked
to images of the exotic and erotic.

It is this

remarkable consistency that this paper addresses.

It

is my contention that the adapted Islamic style,
Islamic Revival, was continually used to separate play
behavior from work behavior throughout this fifty-year
period of upheaval and change, and that the association
of Islamic Revival architecture with opulence and
decadence never wavered.

2

The paper is divided into the following time periods:
1871-1893; 1893-1903; 1903-1917; 1918-1929.

The second

chapter concentrates primarily on the pivotal year of
1893, the year of the World's Columbian Exhibition,
when a large segment of the public experienced the
American version of the Orient for the first time.
Within each of these time increments, I will examine
the shift in class values, and in the urban
environment, concentrating on the change in the role of
leisure.

Against the backdrop of those changes, the

use and attitudes towards Islamic Revival remained the
same.

Representative examples of Islamic Revival are

used within each time frame to illustrate this point.
Within the period 1903-1917, I study Luna Park at Coney
Island, New York; Murat Shrine in Indianapolis,
Indiana; and Medinah Temple in Chicago, Illinois.

For

the construction period of 1918-1929, I analyze the
Avalon Theatre and the Medinah Athletic Club in
Chicago, and the Atlanta Fox Theatre in Atlanta,
Georgia.
First it is important to know who the cultural
arbiters were and why they might have wanted to
separate cultural behaviors.

In the latter part of the

nineteenth century, cultural arbiters were White
Anglo-Saxon Protestants who had money or, at the very
least, access to money.

Jackson Lears refers to them

as American bourgeoisie. 6

High culture had always been

3

a province of the wealthy, but, in the late nineteenth
century, the middle class class also greatly influenced
culture.

The Victorian middle class consisted of

professional men and their wives, as well as bankers,
corporate executives, owners of large stores, and
others who held well respected white collar positions
such as stock brokers or accountants.7

Eventually

these middle class Victorians needed to separate
behaviors in the cultural realm because they needed
order in all aspects of their lives.

The need for

order, earmarked by self-control and self-denial, makes
sense when viewed against the chaotic background of the
late nineteenth century.
The latter part of the nineteenth century and
early part of the twentieth century was a time of
unprecedented turmoil in America, mainly as a result of
dramatic urban growth, an increase in numbers of
irmnigrants, rapid industrialization, and workers'
struggles with management.

One factor that helped

change America from a rural to an urban society was the
great many irmnigrants who poured into the cities during
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Between 1880 and 1930, the population of the nation's
cities increased from 14,130,000 to 68,955,000, and the
foreign-born population rose from 6.7 to 14.2 million
during those same years.a

Unlike the earlier

immigrants from Northern Europe, who were largely

4

Protestant and fair-skinned, the "new" immigrants came
mostly from eastern and southern Europe and were
heavily Catholic and Jewish, poor, and often darker
skinned, all of which caused disdain and criticism from
the native-born Americans.9
The sheer numbers of the new immigrants concerned
many native-born citizens.

Richard Henry Edwards,

social reformer, published a series of tracts
addressing social problems with suggested solutions.
One of the tracts is titled simply Immigration, in
which he calculates that the number of American
irrunigrants doubled annually between 1870 and 1905.

He

further states that 6 million of the total 26 million
immigrants arrived between the years 1903 and 1909.10
It is clear from his account that Edwards, like many
other native-born middle class Americans, felt
threatened by the changes in population for he referred
to the new immigrants in derogatory terms as he
described the "invading hordes" as unintelligent and
unAmerican.

In his solution, Edwards emphasized the

necessity of establishing order among the new arrivals
by restricting their numbers and "Americanizing" them,
which really appeared to mean "WASPizing" them.
Further complicating this ambition was the fact that
the new irrunigrants, because of their unacceptability
along ethnic lines and their late arrival in America,
were usually members of the working class who were

5

growing increasingly disruptive and discontent.11
The growing labor unrest gave the middle class and
management another reason to be concerned about the
challenge to their values of self-restraint and
self-denial.

In the 1880s, the working class had made

its presence felt.

Trade unions gained a foothold in

the workplace, and, with greater industrialization, the
unions campaigned for the eight-hour day and better
wages.

Sometimes the union struggles erupted in bloody

battles as in the Haymarket tragedy in Chicago.

To add

to the financial stress that most Americans were under
in the early 1890s, America fell victim to the greatest
financial crisis it had yet seen, the Panic of 1893.
More than 8,000 cormnercial businesses with liabilities
of $285 million failed between April and October of
1893. The combination of economic strife and
labor-management unrest, as in the Homestead Lock-out
of 1892 and the Pullman Strike of 1894, caused some
writers to argue that the nation hovered on the brink
of revolution.12
A quieter but important revolution was taking
place in the realm of leisure, strongly influenced by
the disparate attitudes towards leisure by the middle
and working classes.

The former sought personal

enrichment, and the latter, public amusement.

Leisure

time transformed the lives of both middle and working
classes.

By the end of the nineteenth century, work

6

and the rest of life were of a common fabric.

The term

"leisure" referred strictly to the "leisured" class, a
class that simply did not have to work for a living.
Subsequent technological and economic advances
associated with the factory system brought about a
distinct separation between work and the rest of life.
The time clock measured "work" from "not work" time;
concomitantly, as a result of the protracted struggle
between labor and management, the work week diminished.
By the end of the nineteenth century, social reformers
clashed with Calvinist preachers.

The former tried to

persuade the latter that leisure activity was
beneficial to the individual.

The reformers' arguments

won, and, in the early years of the twentieth century,
a distinct realm of leisure emerged.

By World War I,

middle class America considered leisure time an
essential part of the "good life."13

But the worlds of

leisure and work remained distinctly separate.
Physical environment helped to compartmentalize these
two realms.
In addition to segregating work from leisure,
the late Victorians also used physical structures to
separate types of leisure.

Victorian culture favored

dichotomy--moral versus immoral behavior, order versus
disorder, refined versus unrefined, and "highbrow
versus lowbrow."

Highbrow emphasized personal

edification and equated to cultural activities.

7

Lowbrow emphasized public enjoyment and became equated
with amusement.14

In the nineteenth century, critics,

reformers, ministers, and educators of the Protestant
middle class sought to discipline, refine, and instruct
the "hoi polloi" in the value of culture.15

According

to historian Lawrence Levine, the arbiters "sacralized
culture" by embedding their own values in the the
commoners through institutions such as librairies,
museums, art institutions and fine theatre.16

The

working class still preferred lowbrow culture such as
band pavilions, dance halls, amusement parks, saloons,
clubs and vaudeville theaters.17
If one was to separate highbrow and lowbrow
cultures, one needed appropriate highbrow and lowbrow
architecture.

The cultural elite considered classical

or western European architecture to be highbrow, and
anything non-western to be lowbrow architecture.
Oriental or Islamic architecture was such an example.
The cultural arbiters took sacred architectural
elements from the Near East, stripped them of their
former substance and meaning, and created an adaptation
imbued with a new American interpretation.

The result

was Islamic Revivai.18
Islamic Revival architecture has the following
characteristics borrowed from Islamic architecture.
The two most outstanding features are the minaret and
bulbous dome.

Horseshoe or pointed horseshoe arches
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of ten decorate the facade of a building

Columns are

usually slender and adorned with much detail, usually
using a geometric pattern.
common.

Geometric str pwork is also

The masonry is often multi-colored brick or

multi-colored stone with terracotta detail·ng.19
Unlike other eclectic styles that made their way
into the middle class mainstream, Islamic Revival
became primarily associated with places of
entertainment, the greatest proliferation of which
occurred between the years 1893-1929.20

American

versions of Islamic architecture placed in strategic
locations served Americans in two ways.

They could

have the intense experience of a foreign culture of
which Lears speaks, and, at the same time, cultural
vanguards could retain authority over that culture by
limiting it to the sphere of amusement.21
The American interest in the Orient, represented
by Islamic Revival architecture, converged with the
increase in immigration, urban population,
technological advances, commercial amusements, and
leisure time and money at the World's Columbian
Exhibition in Chicago, Illinois, in 1893.

The exalted

culture of the White City vied for attention with the
vulgar pleasures of the Midway Plaisance.

Still

clinging to the ideal that culture should elevate, the
cultural elite who created the Columbian Exhibition
(the movers and shakers of Chicago such as Mrs. Potter

9

Palmer) believed in the two wo lds of "high" and "low"
culture.

The White City, built in the Beaux Art style

--a style popular in Paris at the time- represented
"high" culture.

The architecture of the Midway

Plaisance represented "low" culture.22
Not intended as an original part of the
Exhibition, the Midway Plaisance was an afterthought.
The Midway featured rides, such as George Ferris'
spectacular wheel, market places, exhibits and
architecture from many other countries.

Originally

intended as an ethnology lesson for fairgoers, the
Midway showed the visitors the primitiveness of other
cultures in comparison to that of the United States.
But the Midway was really about "letting go" and
enjoying oneself.

It was such a success that

subsequent World's Fairs always included a Midway.
The organizer's efforts to separate types of
leisure by architecture did eventually lead the
cultural elite to separate behaviors by architecture.
For those concerned with the disorderliness of the
surrounding environment, a particular time and a place
in which to express emotion gave some measure of
security.

Setting helped Americans decide whether to

exhibit free or formal behavior.

But before examining

how this came about, this paper will take a more
in-depth look at the first stage in the process--

10

how leisure changed definition from high culture to
amusement .
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CHAPTER 1
THE ROLE OF LEISURE IN AMERICA
1871-1893
Presidential candidate James A. Garfield stated
in an address to the Chautauqua Institution in 1880:
"We may divide the whole struggle of the human race
into two chapters:

first, the fight to get leisure;

and then the second fight of civilizat'on--what shall
we do with our leisure when we get it."1

One might
Wh t is

also add these questions to those of Garfield·

Where is it to

leisure?'

How do we act while doing it?

be done?

This chapter examines the role of

sure as

it changed from a private educational ex erience to
he
World s Columb'an Exhibition.
The definition of leisure change
ar.

work. 2

ric ly to the

Le'sure no longer refer ed

leisured

class--the very ric

he Civ ·

e

who were no

The growing middle class,

0

lige

to

n an ef fo t to

emulate the lifestyle of their 's periors, ' pr mot
leisure for purposes of self-enrichment.

The

ords

culture and leisure were often used interchangeab y
according to historian Alan Trachtenberg.

Cul ure, in

Trachtenberg's words, was 'nonutilitarian activities
and goods:

the arts, religion, personal refinement,

formal higher education, in effect those energies which
did not go into making a living."
15

The Chautauqua

assembly represented an ideal example of middle class
Developed in 1874 as a

cultural leisure activity.

retreat for Methodist Sunday-school teachers, it
brought the public refinement and aesthetic sensibility
through higher learning.3
Types of cultural/leisure pursuits served the
middle class in another way.

If one participated in

middle class sanctioned activities, the middle class
considered that individual "cultured."

Culture helped

them delineate Americans from non-Americans.

In the

eyes of the middle class, Americans were not the
extremely wealthy who were looked upon as near-royalty
and therefore more European than American.

or were

Americans the unwashed masses of inunigrants and
industrial workers who increasingly flocked to the
nation's large cities.

The middle class judged the two

ends of the economic spectrum to be corrupt and
inunoral.

The extremely rich were decadent because they

could afford to be, and the extremely poor were forced
to eke out a living and thus live lives of uncultiva ed
ignorance.

But there was redemption for what William

James called "the other half.'

Such a member of the

raised to the status of
American' through education--an education in culture. 4
lower economic group could be

It should be reiterated that the term middle
class, in the Victorian Age, translated into white
middle class Protestant.

There were certainly middle
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class members of other religions and races, but for the
most part, they were not instrumental in making
cultural policy or shaping cultural forms.

During the

latter part of the nineteenth century, although the
concept of leisure changed, the underlying opinion of
what a "real American" was persisted, and thus affected
both the appearance of leisure places and the behavior
of participants therein.5
Primarily the people who became cultural vanguards
were schoolteachers, librarians, and women in volunteer
societies who inherited the role formerly played by
urban elite women.

Male society considered the

dispensing of values and elevation of spirit to be
feminine qualities, as opposed to toughness and
aggressiveness, more masculine characteristics.

The

women brought what Horace Bushnell called the "beauty
principle" to society--qualities of art, polite
conversation, manners, and genteel styles of speech and
dress.

The Victorian society viewed these qualities as

essential if one was to set about the task of refining
another human being.

Examples of leisure time

activities infused with the beauty principle and
therefore very acceptable to the middle class were
taking nature walks through parks, particularly one of
Olmsted's parks, attending museum exhibits, and going
to the opera, symphonies, and charity balls.

These

were activities designed to calm and elevate the
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spirit.6
The exaltation of the individual spirit was the
goal in appreciating culture as well as in creating it.
"Culture, seen as unique products of an individual
spirit," became sacred to the middle class, according
to historian Lawrence Levine.

Matthew Arnold, to whom

the arbiters of culture listened eagerly, stated that
culture was above all, an inward operation.
"Culture ••• places human perfection in an internal
condition."

Thus, theaters, museums, symphonic halls,

parks and public places were to be places where the
public could appreciate culture individually.

The

preferred competitive sports of the middle
class--archery, croquet, and lawn tennis--were
primarily those played by an individual.

Those

activities of an external condition, or rather anything
that produced a mass ethos, such as boxing, football,
or even baseball, were culturally suspect.7
While cultt!re was to be enjoyed individually by
the cultivated women of the era, their sacred duty,
strongly echoed by writers and ministers of the day,
was to educate the masses and bring culture to the less
cultivated. Therefore, the 1870s, and subsequent
decades of the nineteenth century, witnessed the
building of a plethora of public institutions.
Municipal museums, concert halls, public l ' braries and
universities brought culture closer to the general
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public.
leader,

George Templeton Strong, Manhattan community
und~rscored

the importance of these

institutions as cultural learning centers. In 1871, he
critiqued the then-new Metropolitan Museum of Art and
then added: "Twenty years hence it will probably have
grown into a really instructive museum."8
The middle class arbiters of culture elected to
conduct their elevating and edifying activities in
imposing structures.

The architecture of the museums,

concert halls and so forth, celebrated Western
Civilization.

According to the cultural vanguards, the

European and classical styles epitomized the highest
and purest form of art, therefore making it superior to
all non-European cultures.

Thus, the buildings were

designed with Beaux Arts, Second Empire or
Nee-classical facades, marble columns, sweeping
staircases, frescoed ceilings and stained glass
windows.9
While the middle class was busy building
formidable places for culturally educating the public,
the working class had its own idea of leisure and its
own places in which to carry out the idea.

An

elevated spirit was not a concern of working people.
"High culture--the culture of the intellectual, the
artist, the writer, the thinker--made little direct
impression on popular life."10

The workers found

entertainment in the saloons, private clubs, churches,
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labor meetings and fraternal societies.

ra e nal

societies were very popular with both the middle and
working classes.

In fact, by 1890, the national

enrollment in such societies numbered 6 million with 40
per cent of the male population over 21 proclaimed
members.11
In 1876, Boston industrialist, Edward Atkinson
gave his interpretation of the changing role of leisure
in the life of the worker in Trachtenberg's, The
Incorporation of America.

Atkinson said that '"culture

and refinements'" at one time came from labor, but this
changed, and culture then came from "'leisure and
opportunity.'"

In the pursuit of enjoyment,

Trachtenberg adds, the laborers sought "the excitement
of cheap amusements."

In her book of the same name,

Kathy Peiss states that exalting the individual was the
antithesis of what working class leisure was about.
Rather, the workers desired to escape from competitive
individualism and lose themselves in group
activities.12
Throughout most of the Gilded Age, those of high
culture regarded popular culture with suspicion.
Popular culture implied enjoyment for enjoyment's sake
and this concerned the Victorian middle class.

It was

their job to instruct their inferiors in the proper use
of leisure and to tell them that increased indulgence
in frivolous activities was an improper use of time.
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Unitarian minister Jonathan Baxter Harrison st died
mill workers in the 1870s and gave his opinion of their
amusements.

He found their reading matter to be

"vapid" and "silly."

He also found that factory youths

spent a great deal of time in saloons and music halls.
He was quite pleased to report, however, that the
sexual behavior of workers was not as libidinous as
many moralists thought, an area of societal concern
well into the twentieth century.

He attributed the

moral behavior to the benefits of a long work day.13
Though many social reformers and unions were
fighting for an even shorter work day, the middle class
regarded the possibility with considerable skepticism.
They feared cultural degradation and inability to
control the workers if they were to have even more time
on their hands. After all, idle hands were the devil's
workshop.

For them the middle class remained an

"island of virtue and stability" in a sea of chaos.14
While the 1890s were a time of social turbulence, they
were also known as the "Gay Nineties," a decade when
more and more diverse forms of recreation appeared on
the scene.

Bicycling came into vogue, and vaudev'lle

(cleaned up for the family in the 1880s) gained a wider
audience.

Leisure activities became increasing y

mixed-gender events, and the middle and working classes
began to mingle more.

Leisure time was spent on

increasingly amusement-oriented activities.
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With the

advance of streetcar transit in large citi s, mor
conunercial amusements such as amusem n

p rks

nd dance

halls were available to a greater number of people.15
Still, it was difficult for middle-class Americans
to accept recreation that was not uplifting and
self-improving.

Therefore, Chautauquas and spas were

still popular.

Naturally, workers could not travel to

spas, so a walk to a neighborhood saloon or turnverein
(German club) or a streetcar ride to an amusement park
or theatre had to suffice.

Yet, there were those of

the middle class who voiced their discontent with the
old view of leisure.

William James, in his critique of

the Chautauqua, wrote that "'culture and refinement all
alone are not enough.'"

We must, he said, "stiffen

'our own ideals' with the tonic of the common laborer's
'sterner stuff of manly virtue.•nl6

He was to get his

wish; when it came to a choice between high-minded and
instructive or thrilling and sensual, the latter won
out.

As the middle class participated in group

activities and developed commercial businesses, they
changed their attitude toward popular cul ure.

Popular

culture was slowly becoming the order of the day.
Still, the cultural aspect of leisure was highly touted
by the cultural vanguards.

Both aspects of leisure

leisure as culture and leisure as amusement- were
represented in spectacular fashion at the grand event
of 1893, the Columbian Exposition.
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CHAPTER 2
THE WHITE CITY, THE MIDWAY,

AND

TH

GAY N

ETI

S

1893 1903

The World's Columbian Exh.bi ion c leb

he

d

four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of Am ric
by Columbus.

In doing so, the exhibition high ight d

conunerical entertainment on a grand scale and
underscored the superiority of the United State
the rest of the world.

over

Mass entertainment and American

superiority, linked together, made an indelible
impression on the minds of fairgoers and forever
changed the nature of leisure places.

The exhibition

halls, state buildings and Court of Honor of the White
City brinuned with America's scientifc and agr'cultural
achievements in pointed contrast to the Midway, which
diminished the significance and importance of other
countries and peoples.
As the White City sought to educate; the Midway
sought to amuse.

Here also was a successful separation

of behavior within one area.

The atmosphere of the

White City was more formal than that of

he g ier more

bawdy Midway, and its buildings reflect d
including Islamic Revival architecture.

he amb"enc
The Midw y

became a prototype for future midways, bo h at Wo ld's
Fairs and amusement parks.

Th's chapte

concentrates

on the Midway--its contribution to the mass amuseme
industry and reaffirmation of Amer·ca s vie
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of the

"Other."
An anthropological smorga bord,

h

to establish in the minds of Am r!c ns th
superiority of America coupled with
superiority of the white race.

Th

he

Mi w

h lp

n t o

1

ci

pl nning committe ,

composed of cultural elites, intended this ' nf r nc
and the layout of the Exhibition reinforced the r
intention (Figure 2.1)

As Alan Trachtenberg wr·te .

The Court of Honor provided the center
around which the rest of White City was
organized in hierarchical degree; indeed,
the carnival atmosphere of the Midway
Plaisance confirmed by contrast the dignity
of the center. And, of course, the center
represented America through its exh'bitions,
the outlying exotic Midway stood for the
rest of the world in subordinate relation.1
In his book, All the World's A Fair, Robert Ryd 1
reiterates that the cultural elite intended to show the
non-white world of the Midway as "childl.ke and
barbaric in instructive counterpoint to the progress of
the ages on display in the Utopian White City. '

He

further adds that the middle class sought to influence
the content of popular culture because of the growing
class unrest at the time.

Fairs leg ' timized raci l

exploitation by emphasizing white supremacy as a
utopian agency, thereby obscuring class div' ·on
whites.
purpose.2

The whites were then bound by a na ional
This view of the world gained impet s

subsequently became a part of the fabr'c of mi de
class beliefs.
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FIGURE 2.1
LAYOUT OF THE MIDWAY
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Nominal admission fees allowe
experience the mysterious,

p

on

0

xci ing

hrillin , n w,

and slightly naughty on the Midw y.

M' dw y

Th

r,

featured, among other exhibi s, a Turki h baz
Javanese village, a Dahomey village, B rne
Blarney castle.

Alp

d

It was also on the Midway Pl 1 ance

where many visitors tasted the world of the N r E
for the first time.

Inunediately the public re pond d

to the offerings of the Near East exhibits,

nd the

fascination for things Islamic and Middle Eastern
The unusual

endured over the next several decades

architecture "Islamic Revival" became part of this
fascination.

The Near Eastern attractions were located

in the central part of the Midway, representative of
the racial hierarchy of the Midway.

The exhi bits

included the Moorish Palace, Persian Theatre, Turkish
Village, and A Street in Cairo.

The most popular

exhibits were the Moorish Palace and Street in Cairo 3
The Moorish Palace was architectural eclec ic ' sm
at its most bizarre (Fig. 2.2).

Convenien ly

juxtaposed to George Ferris' famous wheel (Fig

2. 3 ),

the exterior of the "palace" showed the essen

l

elements of Islamic Revival--the bulbous dome,
minarets, multi-colored brick courses, and horsesho
arches and arcades.

Two books, H::.;.;a~l~l~ig.a.;;;..;.;;;.--..--..=--..........--...---e~d~

World and Rand McNally's Handbook of the

orld s

Columbian Exhibition, state that Gustav

as an of
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FIGURE 2.2
MOORISH PALACE
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FIGURE 2.3
FERRIS WHEEL, MIDWAY PLAISANCE
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Berlin adapted the Palace from the Alhambra.
there is no ·visible resemblance.4

However,

The Moorish Palace

at the Exhibition was the example of what would become
the general rule of "Islamic Revival" architecture.
The Islamic or Moorish "look" became the important
factor, for the "look" is what stirred the emotions.
Therefore, only a few architectural features, usually
dome and the mandatory minarets, were needed.
It is the contrast between the exterior of the
Moorish palace and interior that gave it its unique
eclecticism.
following:

For once inside a visitor would find the
the Roumanian Orchestra and Chorus; wax

tableaux of Little Red Riding Hood; Marie Antoinette at
the Guillotine; a triangular room of mirrors; a devil's
cave; and three musical sisters from Bucharest.

The

only Moorish or Islamic feature appeared to be a
colonnaded palm garden.5
The Official Catalogue of Exhibits states tha
nothing on the Midway was "more potent for more good in
the educational sense" than the Moorish Palace. 6 To
the Victorians, "numerous" and "varied" equated with
"decorative" and "educational."

Neither depth in

subject matter nor cleanness of form had a place in the
Victorian society.

A cursory glance at many things and

peoples was considered a learning experience.
Victorians liked assortment and combinations of many
things, whether it was a knick-knack that held objects
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d'art or heavily ornamented furniture and houses, or,
in this case:, a palace that held aspects of many
countries under one roof.

It mattered not that the

exterior and interior matched; it mattered greatly that
the combination elicited interest and excitement.
The same association of excitement linked to the
Near East is noted by the author of the Rand McNally
Handbook as he describes the "Street in Cairo" exhibit.
He states that "the street's works and wonders hold us
enchained by an irresistible fascination." 7

The

wonders and works he spoke of included such things as
bazaars, donkeys, camels, a mosque, an Egyptian
wedding, and of course the infamous performers of the
danse du ventre or the "hootchy-kootchy" of "Little
Eg_ypt" and company (Fig 2.4).

For all these reasons,

especially the latter, the Street in Cairo drew a large
crowd at the Exhibition, and it is significant that
subsequent fairs, such as the st. Louis Fair of 1904,
and amusement parks, such as Coney Island, featured a
Cairo street complete with dancers.

Once again, sex

and daring and excitement became associated with the
Near East and thereby associated with Islamic style
architecture.
The other leisure legacy of the Columbian
Exhibition appears to be a paradox to the first.

The

Fair reinforced the attitude of superiority and
exclusivity of white Victorian Americans, and at the
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FIGURE 2.4
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same time, included more different people in the
leisure process than ever before, moving toward the
modern era and what John Kasson calls democratic urban
Civic values of the cultural elite gave

recreation.

way to the commercial values of entrepreneurs
determined to attract a mass audience.a

The Columbian

Exhibition provided the training ground for many future
entreprene~rs

in the entertainment business.

Thus began, on the heels of the Fair, a multimillion dollar business of which few could have
conceived before 1893.

Entertainment, built on group

emotion and self-gratification , shifted from the realm
of the family and local clubs to the realm of the
conunercial during the last decade of the century.

The

term "Gay Nineties" is applicable to this decade
because more leisure was provided for more people than
ever before.

The middle class and working class moved

slightly closer together because they both had the t·me
and money to spend on leisure.

Personal fulfillment

could now come through work and leisure.
The cultural elite became quite concerned with the
new developments in popular culture, for they feared a
lack of control and a loss of their place as arbiters
of true culture.

It was this anxiety that caused the

"
. .
elite men to judge popular culture as "f em1n1ne

because it emphasized emotional satisfaction of the
consumer.

At the same time, these same men judged
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popular culture "trivial and dangerous, symptomatic of,
and responsible for, all the social ills of life under
capitalism."9

Conservative Christians exemplified by

T. DeWitt Talmage in Brooklyn, New York, became
increasingly worried about the direction amusement was
taking.

In his book Evils of Cities written in 1899,

Talmage categorizes these evils.

He warns young men

and especially young women of the "plague of
amusements" by citing the dangers that lurked in
nickelodeons, penny arcades, ice cream parlors and
dance halls.10
Not only did the cultural elite judge the popular
amusements as "trivial and dangerous," but they also
deemed the architecture of such places the same.

Thus

Islamic Revival architecture became inextricably linked
to the non-serious.

A non-western exotic appearance

furthered the image that had been established at the
Columbian Exposition where Islamic Revival had already
been associated with emotion, sensuousness and
frivolity.
Historians of the turn of the century emphasize
key words that they believe capture the spirit of the
times.

Richard Maltby, chronicler of popular culture,

uses the word "consumerism."

He stresses the movement

from the producer culture of the nineteenth century
that emphasized scarcity, to the consumer culture of
the twentieth century that emphasized surplus. 1 1
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In

his book Century's End, Hillel Schwartz uses the word
"acceleration " with which to characterize the new
The term is particularly apt when referring

century.

to the new modes of transportatio n that criss-crossed
the nation's cities.

Streetcars, interurbans, subways

and elevated trains or "Els" moved more people more
The automobile was making

quickly than ever before.

slight headway as a family vehicle among the middle
class.

Bicycles, the craze of the 1890s, continued to

offer riders a faster alternative to walking.

Wilder

motion pictures, ragtime music, new dances, roller
coasters and Rimsky-Korsa kov's extremely popular
"Flight of the Bumble Bee" demonstrated the city
dwellers' fascination with acceleration .12
Added to consumerism and acceleration was the
essential ingredient of liberty, which has different
shades of meaning when applied to leisure America.
First was the idea of the masses being "at liberty' or
free to use their time in pursuit of leisure
activities.

The meaning of being "on liberty' (as in

"on holiday") was also applicable to the new leis re
consumers.

Furthermore, people "took liberties" with

social conventions of the age by discarding them when
the conventions interfered with their pursuit of
enjoyment.
The elements of consumerism, acceleration and
liberty combined in full force at the World's Columbian
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Exposition and increased inuneasurably in places of
leisure throughout the next few decades.

With the

advent of the twentieth century, the public demanded,
and received, more novel and exciting entertainments
such as amusement parks, dance halls, skating rinks,
great fairs and movie theatres.

New subway lines

carried middle and working classes down to the sea
where men and women, who left their inhibitions in the
city, danced at one of the pavilions or frolicked on
the shore.

owners and operators outdid each other

thinking up unique ways to attract more visitors.

For

this new group of pleasure-seeking consumers even more
elaborate and exotic settings were needed to lure them
away from home into the realm of the fantastic and
exotic.
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CHAPTER 3
AMUSEMENT PARKS AND SHRINE TEMPLES:
THE GOLDEN AGE OF ISLAMIC REVIVAL, 1903-1917
Changes begun in the 1890s were continued in the
decade before World War I.

More and more people

flooded into the nation's cities, augmented by the new
foreign-born population, particularly from eastern
Inunigration peaked during 1907 at 1,285,349

Europe.
persons.1

Both new and old city dwellers had

increasing access to mass transit, which enabled
workers and others not only to get to work more easily,
but also to get to places of play.

Some companies even

provided excursions and day outings for workers to
special places like Coney Island.2

Amusement parks,

especially Coney Island, brought all classes and eth ic
groups together at one location.

Coney represented

inclusive democratic urban recreation.
Despite continued outcries and censure of amusement
activities by ministers and other old-guard citizens,
Progressive-era reformers strongly advocated leisure
for everyone.

Soon, even the more conservative members

of the middle class supported the notion of relaxation
and "sought personal expression and fulfillment" in
leisure activities.3

Burgeoning fraternal societies

that catered to conservative middle class men, like the
Mystic Shrine, believed in the restorative powers of
play.4

The Shrine provided the exclusive cultural
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elite with urban recreati on.

Yet, both Coney Island

vacation ers :and Shriners shared the idea of having a
separate place to let down one's hair.

Moreove r,

Islamic Revival architec ture signifie d an appropr iate
place for middle class and worker alike to "go native."
"Coney Island" --the name evokes images of people
cavortin g on ocean beaches , riding on ferris wheels and
roller coaster s, eating hotdogs and watching bizarre
attracti ons at sideshow s.

For those who have been

there, and strange ly enough, even for those who have
not, the name "Coney Island" connotes the ultimate in
amuseme nt experien ce.
Richard Snow, Coney Island historia n, says that
Coney "perfec tly reflecte d the nationa l mood" and
prophes ied how the twentie th century would unfold.s
One can see the truth to this stateme nt in the way that
America , at the beginnin g of the twentie th century,
moved away from the stylized formalit y and stiltedn ess
of the Victoria ns.

The country was moving toward

greater equality for the masses.
with all new things mechani cal.

America was entrance d
New engines ,

phonogr aphs, moving picture s, telephon es and electric
street cars fascinat ed the public as America moved into
the technolo gical age.

The general public also desired

a less strict code of behavio r in the public realm. One
of the first places where one could find equipme nt on
the cutting edge of technolo gy, a greater democra tic
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atmospher e, and an acceptabl e place to express oneself
freely was C-0ney Island.6
There were essential ly three periods in Coney
Island's history:

1870-1900 ; 1900-1919 ; and 1920

Coney Island is a stretch of beach reaching

onward.

from Sheepshea d Bay to Gravesend Bay in Brooklyn, New
York.

In the late 1800s, Coney was bounded by Norton's

Point on the West and Manhattan Beach on the East, the
latter where the wealthy gaily romped at such places as
the Oriental Hotel.7
The Oriental reflected the eclectic architectu ral
style of the day.

It had minarets combined with

slender Greek columns and extensive piazzas surround ' ng
the hotel.

Already Coney visitors connected t e

oriental "look" with pleasure and luxury.

ew York ' s

upper crust had summer places in this sect'on of Coney
and they attended exclusive places such as the Jockey
Club, Union League Club and Universit y Club ..
Transport ation fares to get to east Coney Island

ere

too high for anyone other than the upper class and
upper middle classes.a
In contrast to the East End, the West End of Coney
catered to the unsavory element of the late Victorian
society.

The concessio ns, largely run by shysters and

fly-by-nig hters, pandered to the gamblers, drinkers and
prostitute s who inhabited the area.

As described by

Coney historian Lucy Gillman, "Coney Island of the
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seventies, eighties, and nineties was primarily a mass
of small buildings and shacks highlighted by an iron
tower, a wooden elephant, and three luxurious
hotels."9
Enter George

c. Tilyou, an entrepreneur who owned

a Surf House at Coney where he sold incidentals and
clam chowder.

With the appearance of Tilyou on the

scene, a new era in Coney's history began.

Tilyou

conceived of and built Steeplechase Park, the first of
the major Coney Island parks.

During Coney Island's

"Golden Age," approximately 1904 to 1914, three grand
parks competed for customers:
Park, and Dreamland.

Tilyou built Steeplechase Park in

1897, at a cost of $37,000.
success.

Steeplechase Park, Luna

It was an immediate

Two of the men who worked for Tilyou, who ran

a cyclorama called "A Trip to the Moon," decided to
open their own park, which became Luna Park. l o
Luna Park was the brainchild of Frederic Thompson
and Elmer

s. (Skip) Dundy.

Thompson, an architectural

draftsman from Nashville, Tennessee, encountered Dundy,
an Omaha politician, at the Omaha Exposition of 1898.
Both were rivals for a similar concession.

They ended

up combining talents at the Omaha Exposition and later
in Buffalo, New York, at the Pan American Exposition of
1901.

It was there that Tilyou saw their "Trip to the

Moon" exhibit and invited Thompson and Dundy to
Steeplechase Park.11
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Later Thompson and Dundy decided to lease Sea Lion
Park (a mildly successful park) from Captain Paul
Boyton for $800,000.12

It was to prove a very fine
Thompson and Dundy were the

business deal for Boyton.
perfect partners.
Dundy the finances.

Thompson handled the showmanship,
They opened Luna Park--named for

Dundy's sister, not the moon--on May 3, 1903 with only
$12 between them.

But, by July 4, 1903, they had

broken even.13
One of the reasons for the overwhelming success of
Luna Park can certainly be attributed to Thompson's
architecture.

Thompson's self-described purpo e wa ,

"to get emotional excitement in the air."14

In order

to do this Thompson chose an oriental scheme of
architecture.

The reason the architecture had to be

oriental, was to "lure people by novelty during the day
and furnish a picturesque profile against the night. 11 15
Despite its oriental effect, Luna Park was
certainly not purely oriental in style, but was buil t
in a bizarre combination of styles.

Thompson mixed

minarets and domes and moorish arches with free
renaissance detail (Fig. 3.1).

The entrance to Luna

Park mixed candy cane circles with Thompson's version
of the Islamic crescent (Fig. 3.2).

Red and white also

decorated the minarets, spires and towers.

But it was

the 250,000 electric lights lining the spires and
towers that gave Luna its magic.16 (Fig. 3.3).
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FIGURE 3.1

PRO

ADE OF LUNA PARK
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FIGURE 3.2
LU A PARK ENTRANCE
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FIGURE 3.3
LUNA PARK AT NIGHT
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Thompson drew his idea for the illumination of Luna
from his design of the "Trip to the Moon" exhibit.

He

believed that not only did light dispel darkness, but
it also dispelled evi1.17
It is impossible to assign an accurate name to
Luna's style.

Yet all who describe it, such as Pilat

and Ranson, Kasson, and of course Thompson himself, use
the term "oriental" in their descriptions.

If not

oriental in all detail, the effect certainly is.
Ultra-Islamic may be a possible term.

Kasson amusingly

refers to Luna's style as Super-Saracen 'c or Oriental
Orgasmic .18

Whatever one calls Luna.' s style, the

effect is that of a fantasy Orient.

And, 'f it was

Thompson's design to st'r visitors' emotions, he
certainly succeeded in doing so.

" o park," wr 'tes

Mangels, "caused a greater sensation.

No park has ever

received so much acclaim and favorable conunent from the
press and public.

It created a new era. 19

The new era of which

angels speaks, within wh'ch

the Oriental o.r Islamic architecture found an a d · ence,
was the era of twentieth century popular culture.

The

Golden Age of Coney ushered in a more liberated
culture, a more expressive and participatory culture
than had existed previously.

Writers on Coney s ch as

Stephen Weinstein, John Kasson, and Kathy Peiss
emphasize different aspects of the new era, such as the
new technology, the changing role in the workplace, the
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new integration of the sexes in leisure places.

But

these writers all refer to Coney as a liberating
experience for those who attended, and an example of a
new freedom that was occurring in the changing
society.20
The new freedom in mass culture was a topic of
concern for people like social reformer Richard Henry
Edwards who disdained the "carnival spirit of freedom
and relaxation that frequently degenerated into one of
license and gross inunorality."21

Others found it a

welcome tonic to the rigid Victorian strictures.
Publicist Albert Bigelow Paine remarked delightedly
that at Luna Park, "the atmosphere was such that even
the most decorous New Yorker lost a bit of decorum.•22
Richard Le Gallienne, writing for The Cosmopolitan in
1905, stressed the "human need for Coney Island.' He
stated that the people needed illusion, coarse
entertainment, and escape in their lives
provided all this.23

Coney

Even though these commentators

encouraged less restrained behavior at Coney Isla d, ' t
was made clear that freedom should be limited to places
of leisure.

They differentiated between what was

acceptable at work and what was acceptable at play.

It

was a small move away from the behavioral rigidity of
the Victorians, but it was a move nevertheless.
Weinstein, in his thesis "Nickel Empire, "asserts that
Coney helped "legitimize pleasure" for a nation that
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previously saw only work as a wholesome form of
activity.24 :
Several historians see the period of time
before World War I as a time when a battle of cultures

ew

was being waged--the Old Victorian Order versus the
In his book The Search for Order,

Modern Order.

1877-1920, Robert Wiebe speaks of the prewar society as
one "without a core."

He contends that this empty core

filled up with the new middle class with a new set of
values.

He calls the new middle class, the Class of

Administration.

Similarly, Warren I. Susman,

n

Culture as History calls the new middle class the New
Organizational Order--the order where profes ion 1
upwardly mobile young adults moved from a
"Puritan-Republican culture" to a 'culture of
abundance."

or d'

These "rival perceptions of t e

were reiterated by Maltby in Passing Parade, where

e

simply describes the battle between the two factions as
the

F

producer society versus consumer soc · ety

o e,

Maltby insists that advertising had the leadi g role in
helping to shift the values from the Victorian society
to the more permissive Modern society

It

as

advertising, he claims, that promoted pleasure seeking.
He sees advertisers as those members of the middle
class that set standards of acceptability.

Kathy Peiss

recognizes the conflict between the old Victorian and
newly emerging culture in her book Cheap Amusements and
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adds that the working class experiences in leisure
helped to shape the form of the middle class culture.25
It is true that a newly emerging middle class
became the new organizers and arbiters of popular
culture.

And, it is also true that advertising created

a keener interest in popular culture.

Certainly

working-class enthusiasms influenced the new culture
But, in contrast to Wiebe's thesis, America was never
"missing a core."

Rather, America gave this illusion

because it was more, accurately, "molting."

Like

reptile ·between skins, America retained the hea

and

structure of the former body but added a new o ter
layer.

To continue with the analogy, as with the

snake, it took a period of time for the peopl
America to adjust to the added growth.

of

The quest ' on of

how to keep the same "Puritan-Republican" cor

t

would acconunodate new behavi·o r became a con i

a

struggle for Americans.

Consequently, it wo ld appea

as if there had been a complete change, both i side a d
out, and that America had veered away from its P ritan
roots.

Yet, in the case of America, the new layer

obscured the inside so that it no longer resembled its
former self.

In other words, behavior changed

radically, but deeply embedded attitudes did not.
Nonetheless, Wiebe and Susman are correct in
suggesting that the "new middle class" provided a way
to impose order on a more populous, bureaucratic,
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pluralistic and technically complex society.

one way

to control the amount and intensity of freer behavior
was to restrict it by putting it in a definite place.
Architecture conveniently defined the parameters within
which the more modern and/or less self-conscious could
exhibit their "wildness."

As the century unfolded, the

arenas for these liberating activities changed.

During

the pre-World War I period, such places as beach
resorts, dance halls and amusement parks were among the
most popular places of play.

Therefore, they were the

places built with the most exotic and elaborate
eclectic styles, including Islamic Revival.

Later the

arenas changed.
With Coney at the forefront of the new era, and
Luna Park as an architectural symbol of it, other
amusement places borrowed Thompson's idea of emotional
magnetism and built in the Islamic Revival style
Thompson himself designed the New York Hippodrome with
an Islamic look. (He was certainly in keeping with the
spirit of eclecticism when he chose the Greek word
"Hippodrome" to accompany oriental architecture.)

In

1892, in Mitchell, South Dakota, the city built a Corn
Palace for use as a concert and dance hall and surf aced
the concrete block structure entirely with corn (Fig.
3.4).

The corn Palace moved in 1905 and designers

changed its appearance to an "Arabian Nights look," one
that it retains today (Fig. 3.5 & 3.6). 26 An elaborate
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FIGURE 3.4
CORN PALACE 1892
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FIGURE 3.5

CORN PALACE 1905

FIGURE 3.6

CO

PALACE 1986
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FIGURE 3.7
BATH HOUSE AT OCEAN PARK, CALIFORNIA
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B~th House and Beach, Ocean Par k:

Cal ifor nia.

bath house reminiscent of the Istanbul mosque, Hagia
Sophia, was built in Ocean Park, California (Fig. 3.7).
The early 1900s were a time when architects
experimented with more modern styles, such as the
Prairie Style, that used considerably less
ornamentation than did previous designs.27

Yet, a

taste for the ornate still existed and the designers of
places of entertainment used more grandiose and exotic
designs than ever before.
Running concurrently with the popularity of
amusement parks and resorts was another American
phenomenon that was becoming ever more elaborate--the
Ancient Arabic Order of the Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine.

Like many other fraternal societies, t e

Shrine had its roots in the Victorian Age, b t it
really boomed during the early years of the twent ' e h
century.

Unlike other fraternal organizat'ons,

however, the essential purpose of the
to have fun.28

as

ystic Shri e

Mystic Shrine biographer, Ill str ' ous

Potentate Edward Evans comments that the Ancien

Arabic

Order of the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine is really

as

It is and was an eclectic

American as apple pie."29

organization steeped in Christianity, but using symbols
of Islam, costumes of the Middle East, and phrases
borrowed from the Arabic language.

Evans and other

Shriners agree that Arabia is the land of magic and
mystery that stirs the emotions more than any other
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place.

Fred Van Deventer concurs in his history of the

Shrine, Parade to Glory.

He says that one of the best

descriptions of the Shrine comes from a past Imperial
Potentate Dr. Hubert M. Poteat, a former professor at
Wake Forest College who states that the magnificence of
the costumes and regalia of the Islamic world allow
these male Americans to live out boyhood fantasies
(Fig. 3.8).

"'Little boys play cops and robbers,'" he

says, "'Shriners play Moslems and Infidels.'"

Poteat

declares firmly that the Shrine is open to all faiths.
Yet, he discloses his Christian .American heritage when,
practically in the next sentence, he states his belief
that Shriners are called upon to be "'apostles of good
cheer.'"30
The Moslem adornment mixed with Christian ' dea s
apparently fascinated the founders of
Florence and Walter Fleming.

he Shrine, Billy

In the late 1860s, Dr.

Fleming gathered with other fellow masons each wee
the Knickerbocker Cottage in

ew York City.

a

Having

just completed a high degree in the Scottish Rite, Dr.
Fleming conceived of an organization that would serve
as a "playground for Masons" in which both the Scottish
Rite and York Rite high degreed masons would be
eligible.

He also thought that this new fellowship

should be both awesome and entertaining·31

Fleming

spoke of this idea to another regular attendee at the
Knickerbocker Cottage, actor Billy Florence.
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According

FIGURE 3.8
SHRI ERS IN REGALIA
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to Van Deventer, it is not clear as to what role
Florence

pl~yed

in the founding of the Shrine, other

than to be an influential friend of Fleming's who had a
famous name and a dynamic personality.

Evans, on the

other hand, credits Florence with being instrumental in
giving the Shrine its Arabian motif.

Florence traveled

to France and England in 1870, he says, and while in
Marseille, France,

Florence attended a party given by

an Arabian diplomat who inducted guests into a secret
society.

So impressed was Florence that upon his

return to New York, he developed the name and ritua

of

the Shrine along with Fleming and another Knickerbocker
patron, Charles T. McClenchen.

A fourth

ason,

w·

liam

Sleigh Paterson, later to be the recorder of the f "r t
Temple, knew many languages, including

rab·c, and w s

thus instrumental in creating the legend of the My tic
Shrine.32
The Shrine caught on and grew rapidly, and soon
the first temple, Mecca, opened in

e

1872. The writers of the Shrine and

York Ci y ·
rat h ' stories

suggest that the mystery and pageantry mixed with

he

"just for fun" idea excited the men who wo ld be
Shriners.33

It did not take long for Indianapolis to

develop its own Shrine chapter.

The Murat Shrine

Temple established a charter in 1884.

The temple took

its name from Marshall Murat, a general of Napoleon's
during his Egyptian campaign.
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The shrine buildings of

the 1880s and 1890s were mostly modest structures, but
the membership grew large enough (over 2,000) to
require more space.

The members purchased ground at

the corner of Michigan and New Jersey streets in 1909.
Oscar Bohlen, a respected local architect, designed the
building that was to become the Murat Theatre and
shrine offices.

The theatre opened on February 28,

owned by the famous theatre family, the

1910.

Schuberts, it became one of the leading live theatres
in Indianapolis.34
Bohlen wanted the theatre to resemble a mosque as
much as possible.

The outer walls consisted of

alternating rows of tan and white brick.

Terra cotta

strapwork ornamented the pointed horseshoe windows and
doors.

A vaulted dome topped the northeast corner of

the building and the most spectacular architectura
feature, a large ornately designed m·naret, cro

e

e

southeast corner (Fig. 3.9).
Although the Murat Temple had an elaborate faca e,
Bohlen and associates did make a few concessio s to
modernity.

The structure was fireproof and of steel

and concrete.35

The building did not employ the more

curvilinear form of amusement park architecture or
traditional Islamic style.

Instead, Murat has a

rectilinear look that is more in keeping with the
Western world and developing modern styles.
In 1922, an addition fashioned by architects
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FIGURE 3.9
MURAT SHRINE TEMPLE 1910
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FIGURE 3.10
MURAT SHRINE TEMPLE 1928
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Rubush and Hunter enlarged the temple.

A banquet hall,

social room :and Egyptian Room ballroom increased the
capacity for social activities.36

The new addition

closely resembled the theatre section.

The brick was

the same alternately colored rows of tan and white.
Horseshoe ribbon windows above a horseshoe arched
entrance highlighted the facade.

A diminutive minaret

and a shallow round dome complemented the roof top at
the northeast corner (Fig. 3.10).

Today the Murat

Temple is one of the few elegant Shrine temples
remaining.
Chicago is the home of another impressive tern

e.

Shortly after the building of the Murat, the people of
Chicago erected a Shrine temple of their own
Temple--in 1912.

Medina

A reporter for the Chica o Tribune

anticipated that the new temple would "surpass in
beauty and size any other shrine in the country," co
$500,000 and resemble a Turkish mosque.37

Built by Buehl and Schmid, local architec s, the
temple opened on October 31, 1912, and cost

650,000

The Tribune, again dealing in superlatives, called the
new temple the "finest Shrine temple in the world,
of "pure Arabic architecture."38

and

The temple at the

corner of Ohio and Wabash Streets did cost $650,000,
but resembled neither a Turkish mosque nor pure Arabic
architecture and was not as imposing as the reporter
led the reader to believe.
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Yet, Medinah was large

(coverin g one half city block), and Huehl and Schmid
combined the prairie look with the Islamic features
to create an interest ing and impress ive building (Fig.
3.11).

The rectang ular structur e was made of

reinforc ed concrete and stee1.39

The walls were

unosten tatious single colored brick. The Medinah Temple
displaye d horsesho e arched doorway s and ribbon
horsesho e and gothic windows (causing one recent writer
to call the temple "moorish gothic") .40

Two bulbous

mosaic domes atop gabled structur es ornamen t the
northea st and southea st corners of the building .
Plastic appearin g onion domes have replaced the
origina ls (Fig. 3.12).

With that except ' on, today

he

temple remains the same in appearan ce·41
The building s and developm ent of the
are signific ant in two ways.

First of al , the Sh · ne

is the ultimate example of late nineteen t
twentiet h century eclectic ism.

ystic Shrine

and ear y

It used the costumes

and speech of the Orient, the spirit al guidance o
Christia n princip les, and carried on revelry in adapte
mosques.

The Shrine is also the essence of

oriental ism.

Shriner s replaced the origina l sacred

meaning of the ritual, costume and architec ture, imbued
by the religion of Islam with a secular frivolou s
connota tion.

Shriner s spoke Arabic for effect, wore

the red fez and crescen t for adornme nt and used mosques
as playgrou nds for men whose purpose it was to be
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FIGURE 3.11
DI AH TEMPLE 1913
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FIGURE 3.12
I AH TEMPLE 1962
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apostles of mirth. 42

Moreover, the Shrine is woven

like a connective ribbon throughout the period of
Islamic Revival.

As the architecture of leisure

changed venues, the Mystic Shrine served as a reminder
that the American values and attitude toward the Middle
East and its architecture remained the same.
Towards the beginning of World War I, attitudes
toward play started to change.

The nation was moving

toward leisure for leisure's sake that would
characterize America throughout the rest of the
century.

Architects built elaborate buildings,

including those of the Islamic Revival style, for
different forms of entertainment.

Millions still

visited amusement parks and seaside resorts, but few
new elaborate parks were being built in the style and
grandeur of Coney's three parks.

The public's reaction

to Luna Park, in fact, serves as a microcosm of wha
was happening in the entertainment world in general
Patrons still flocked to the park, which remained
extremely popular, but were impressed by different
attractions.

Audiences no longer thrilled to 'A Trip

to the Moon" or sat spellbound for historical
recreations such as the 'Battle of the Maine.'

Faster

and more technologically complex rides replaced
historic demonstrations and fantastic architecture.
1918, the less innocent and more cynical audience
demanded escape from the ordinary and a reprieve from
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By

the destruction of the recent war.

Escape came in the

form of motion pictures and picture palaces.43
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CHAPTER 4
THE TWENTIES AND THE MOVIE PALACE, 1918-1929
In the post World War I era, Americans finally
began to break away from the Victorian values so
embedded in their collective conscience.

The values of

self-control and self-denial advocated by Gaskell in
Happy Homes did not impress the audience of the 1920s,
who still remembered their sacrifices during the war
and so sought self-indulgen ce and instant
gratification .

And gratify themselves they did.

The new consumers wasted no time in purchasing the most
prestigious objects of the day, phonographs, radios
and, of course, automobiles.1
America became enamored with the automobile
because of the freedom the vehicle afforded the
individual.

Now an automobile owner could go much

farther much faster.

The affordability and

accessibility of Henry Ford's Model T caused auto sales
to soar during the twenties, and soon most middleclass American families owned a car.

Now, one could

motor to the country or drive to the seashore for an
afternoon away from the hustle and bustle of everyday
life.

The automobile also radically altered the dating
Couples spent time alone in

habits of American youth.

automobiles away from the concerned and critical eyes
of their parents.2
The decade of the twenties was all about flouting
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convention, rebelling against the remnant generation of
aged Victorians, and finding new freedom.

The

eighteenth amendment to the Constitution banning the
sale, manufacture and transport of liquor, better known
as Prohibition, resulted in people exploring new ways
to obtain alcohol.

White middle class "respectable'•

New Yorkers flocked to speakeasies in Harlem to drink
booze, dance the Charleston, and listen to hot Jazz
music.

Wild fads like flagpole sitting and marathon

dancing captivated large audiences.

Airplanes and air

travel, · clirnaxing in 1927 with Charles Lindbergh's
transAtlantic flight, thrilled millions of Americans
during the twenties.3
Ironically, while the white midd e class exploited
their new found liberties, they reacted very strongly
to permitting liberties for those they considered
non-American.

Freedom in the 1920s was to be

experienced by WASP Americans.

Underneath the ou ward

appearance of liberality during the twenties, lurked
the heart and soul of Victorian elitism.

The superior

attitude toward foreigners, Blacks and workers had
always been there--it simply found a stronger
expression in the twenties.

Henry May, in The End of

American Innocence, states that World War I not only
resulted in a new American cynicism but also left a
bitter legacy of hatred.4
The hatred manifested itself in several ways.
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The f loodtide of immigration that characterized the
last few decades slowed considerably , and, after the
quota law of 1924 further restricted inunigration, the
stream narrowed to a trickle.

The new law (to take

effect fully in 1927) primarily restricted peoples
The Ku Klux Klan

from eastern and southern Europe.

reorganized in 1915, under the leadership of
ex-minister William J. Sinunons and discovered a new
voice and a receptive audience.

Espousing Christian

fundamentalis m, the Klan preached against Catholics,
Jews, Blacks and anyone who was not a WASP
suffered from the attitude of hate.

Labor also

Brooks writes in

Toil and Trouble that after successfully smashing a
steel strike in 1919 union-bustin g activities
reached a crescendo during the next four years.

a y

employers warned that unions were unArnerican and

Red "

An

open shop, they stated, encouraged a capitalist

spirit that was the essence of America 5
Surprisingly , as pleasure seeking in America
reached an all time high, there was one form of
entertainmen t that satisfied the dreams, desires and
fantasies of middle class whites, workers, Blacks and
the foreign-born alike--motio n pictures.

ovies became

the most popular form of entertainmen t of the decade.
It is easy to see their appeal, when for a small
admission fee (usually a dime) a customer could be
transported to exciting places, be romanced or simply
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laugh and forget everyday concerns.

But the film was
In the 1920s,

only part of the movie-going experience.

movies became housed in elaborate picture palaces.

It

seemed appropriately American, Susman says in Culture
as History, that savvy entrepreneurs offered the new
technology in elegant settings.6
The combination of movie and palace proved
irresistible to the general public.

Unlike other

structures of such grandeur, theatre owners made
One such owner William Fox

palaces available to all.

emphasized the egalitarianism of the picture palace
Movies breathe in the spirit in which the
country was founded, freedom and equality.
In the motion picture theatres there are no
separation of classes .•• the rich rub elbows
with the poor and that's the way i should be
~he ~oti~n p~cture is a distinctly American
1nst1tut1on.
The movie theatres were not as egalitarian as Fox might
have wished.

African Americans were frequently fo ced

to sit in the balcony in order to have

he opportu ity

to attend a "palace' and enjoy the motion pie

e

experience.
The architecture of the movie palace, with its
ornate eclecticism, caused architects of the period to
cringe.

Patterned after European grand opera palaces,

vaudeville theatres and wealthy estates, theatre
architects combined such styles as Italian
Mediterranean with Spanish and Renaissance detail or
Chinese with Classical detail.
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Because they believed

movies went beyond the bounds of good taste, both in
architecture and art form I

the cultural elite put the

motion picture in the dime novel category of
entertainment--the category of lowbrow culture.
Echoing the sentiment of the cultured, Charles Horton
Cooley, period philosopher, decried the fact that
motion pictures stimulated the emotions and overexcited
the citizenry.

However, emotional excitement was

precisely what theatre owners wanted to arouse in their
customers, and so they chose styles they believed would
engender emotion.

Just such a style was, of course,

Islamic Revival.a
Islamic Revival was ideal for movie palaces
because of its past associations with the sensual,
exotic, emotional and opulent.

The association with

the sensual, coupled with two major events of the
1920s, gave the Islamic Revival style new impetus.

In

1922, Howard carter discovered the tomb of King
Tutankhamen in the Valley of the Kings in Egypt.
Subsequently, a tremendous interest in things Egyptian
and Arabian developed.

The other event that added to

the mystique of Islamic Revival was the death of movie
star Rudolph Valentino in 1926.

Valentino's portrayals

of "The Sheik" (1921) and "Son of Sheik" (1926) brought
him immense popularity, and he was perceived by the
movie audience as one of the most romantic screen
figures of his day.

His early demise, and its
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attendant publicity, caused a Middle East craze ,
because the -public linked that region of the world

'

through Valentino, to romance and excitement.9
John Eberson, theatre architect, designed his
masterpiece, the Avalon theatre in Chicago, in the
Islamic Revival style, mostly because of his own
romantic associations with the Near East.

While on a

trip to New Orleans, he discovered an incense burner in
an antique store that reminded him of Aladdin's lamp.
He then decided to design and fashion a theatre in the
Arabian Nights motif so that patrons would be able to
bathe in the sensual and romantic atmosphere of the
Orient.

Eberson's specialty was, in fact, the

"atmospheric" theatre.

The idea behind the atmospheric

theatre was to create a "soft and pleasing atmosphere
for patrons against the hardness of interiors entirely
ornamented in plaster, marble and gilt."

Eberson's

designs included an Italian Garden, a Spanish Patio and
a Persian courtyard.

The Persian courtyard he created
10
was the interior of the Avalon Theatre.
The Avalon on south 79th Street and Stoney Island
Avenue was considered by Eberson and his son, also a
.
t 11
theatre architect, to be his greatest ac h ievemen .
Restored in 1989 as The New Regal Theatre, it remains
largely intact.

The facade of the Avalon (New Regal)

at the northwest corner is the most elaborate section
of the building.

Above the marquee is a blue-green
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mosaic work with patterned pilasters topped by a mosaic
Two minarets, one very small, set

crest (Fig. · 4.1).

off the doorway on either side.

The walls of the

theatre are tan brick; five gothic arches are patterned
into the brickwork, with geometric designs within each
arch (Fig. 4.2).

At the northwest corner of the

building on the roof is an elaborate mosaic bulbous
dome (Fig. 4.3 and Fig 4.4).

The Avalon does not

exhibit the rectangular shape of the Shrine Temples,
but rather it is shaped asymmetrica lly, which gives the
building a more palatial effect.
Fewer and fewer picture palaces were built after
1925.

The reasons were twofold.

The first was a

by-product of the Paris Exposition of Les Arts
Decoratifs in 1925.

The Exposition introduced the

world to the new style of Art Deco, and it became an
extremely popular style throughout the remainder of the
twenties and thirties.

Architects wasted no time

trying out the new designs on the theatre-goin g
populace, and discovered that the Art Deco theatres
were also much cheaper to build, which brings up the
second reason for the decline in the construction of
movie palaces.
expensive.

They were becoming increasingly too

The cost of the construction , labor and

artisans to make the ironwork, gilt and plaster molds,
contributed to theatre owners' reluctance to build new
Palaces.12

The Great Depression finished off the
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FIGURE 4.1
AVALON/NEW REGAL THEATRE
ENTRANCE
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FIGURE 4.2
AVALON/NEW REGAL THEATRE
ARCHES AND MINARETS
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FIGURE 4.3
AVALON/NEW REGAL THEATRE
FACADE
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FIGURE 4.4
AVALON/NEW REGAL THEATRE
BULBOUS DOME
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palaces for good.

There was, however, a last gasp of

the old ornate style with the building of the Fox
Theatre in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1929.
Originally designed as the Yaareb Shrine Temple,
architects Mayre, Alger and Vinour intended the
building to "out-Baghdad Baghdad."13

Early-on the

Shriners ran out of money, and William Fox then leased
the auditorium from them.

The Shriners moved

permanently in 1939 and the building remained a
theatre.

The final cost of the Atlanta Fox was three

million dollars.14

It opened on December 25, 1929,

rising majestically from Peachtree and Ponce de Leon
streets.

Lida Davis Jones, writing in the Atlanta

Journal, waxed poetic about the Fox.

She called it a

"rhapsody in stone," "a poem in marble."

She also

suggested to those who had never visited the Orient
that they need simply to walk down Peachtree Street to
experience it.15
Not representativ e of the Orient, the Altanta Fox
Theatre is nevertheless an imposing structure.

It

covers an entire city block and is seven stories high,
Which further adds to its impressivene ss (Fig. 4.5).
The masonry may appear to be stone or marble, but it is
actually alternating ribbons of cream and buff brick
The facade doorway is a pointed horseshoe, and the

w·lndows are paired and ribboned pointed horseshoes.
The roof supports an onion dome and the requisite
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FIGURE 4.5
ATLANTA FOX THEATRE
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FIGURE 4.6
ATLANTA FOX THEATRE
FACADE
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FIGURE 4.7
ATLANTA FOX THEATRE
FIRE ESCAPE
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minarets (Fig. 4.6).

A special feature of the Fox is

the ornate fire escape on the south side (Fig. 4.7).
In the tradition of Eberson, the interior of the Fox is
"atmospheric."

The ceiling displays glittering stars

and clouds.
The Atlanta Fox was certainly one of the last
of its kind.

Had it not been for the Mystic Shrine

that originally commissioned the building, the theatre
easily might have had a much more modern look, like
that of Art Deco.

The new Art Deco theatres were more

economical to build and experiments in lighting as well
as in the introduction of new materials such as chrome
and formica captivated the movie audiences of the
1930s.16

The transition between the elaborate and gaudy
Palaces of the twenties and the simpler, streamlined
Art Deco, is expressed architecturally by the Medinah
Athletic Club of Chicago, Illinois.

Built in a unique

style that can most accurately be described as Islamic
Deco (Fig. 4.8), the Medinah (currently the Hotel
Intercontinental) had the distinction of being the last
hotel building erected in the city for thirty-five
Years.

Walter Ahlslager, of Holabird ·and Root

architectural firm and Frank Randall, structural
engineer, built the forty-five story steel-framed
skyscraper on rock caissons, used the vertical lines
and ornament of Art Deco and added the stylized dome,
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FIGURE 4.8
MEDINAH ATHLETIC CLUB
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minaret and pointed horseshoe window treatment to give
it a hint of Islamic Reviva1.17
Americans were jolted out of their self-indulgent
ways by the Great Depression of the thirties.

The time

period called for more frugality and austerity in all
matters, including design.

The ornate facades and

fantastic ornament of Islamic Revival did not fit in
with the chrome and formica of the sleek modern
buildings.

Theatre owners had neither the money nor

the desire to spend it on the elaborate palaces of the
previous decade.

Islamic Revival disappeared from the

scene for a while, but was to reappear during post
World War II prosperity in a different form in a
different venue.
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CONCLUSION
The study of Islamic Revival Architect ure in
leisure America is the study of a constant viewed
against a backgroun d of variables .

The constant is

middle America's view of the Other, in this case the
"Orient," and the variables are the dramatic societal
changes that occurred during the years 1871-1929 .
America shifted from a predomina ntly rural to a
predomina ntly urban society.

Accelerat ion

character ized the period as the nation moved from horse
and buggy to interurba n to automobil e, and faster forms
of conununica tion like the telephone and radio united
not only the country but also the world.1
The nation became steadily more culturally
democrati zed.

In the late nineteent h century, in the

interest of elevation of the human spirit, Victorian ,
white middle-cl ass cultural refiners espoused selfcontrol and self-deni al in all aspects of life.

By the

1920s, in the interest of personal prosperit y, the
casual, more permissiv e, masses advocated
self-grat ification in all aspects of life.
a major part of this life.

Leisure was

The consumer culture of the

twentieth century replaced the producer culture of the
nineteenth and more peo"ple had more money to spend and
more leisure time during which to spend it. 2
The ethnic make-up of America changed as well,
from largely homogeneo us to the extremely pluralist ic
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society, as a result of mass immigratio n at the turn of
the century~3

Because of the ethnic and racial

diversity of the United States, assimilat ion became
very important to middle class Americans .

Assimilat ion

was their attempt to control and homogeniz e the
country.

The more diverse the nation became, the

greater the desire for xenophobi c native-bo rn Americans
to make something uniquely American out of foreign
people and things, retaining just a hint of the foreign
to suggest a pride in diversity .

Islamic Revival grew

out of the desire of middle class Americans to
"American ize" Islam.4
Influenced by the tales of the Arabian Nights and
the Western European fascinatio n with the Orient, the
United States connected the Near East to magic lamps,
ancient kings and dancing girls.
place of fantasies .s

The Orient was the

Despite the progress in

technology , a growing consumer culture and democrati c,
accessible leisure, the Orient remained, in the minds
of middle-cl ass Americans , linked to the exotic and
erotic.

Islamic Revival architectu re was a physical

manifesta tion of the widely held American views of the
Orient.

Because of its associatio n with fantasy and

excitemen t, Islamic Revival became a natural selection
when entrepren eurs and architect s wanted to entice
patrons to their leisure playgroun ds.
Prior to 1893, few places used the Islamic Revival
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(Moorish ) style.

An occasio nal home, especia lly of the

wealthy and :ostenta tious, such as P. T. Barnum or
Corneliu s Vanderb ilt, employed element s of Islamic
Revival, or had a room done in a Persian motif to
indicate the owner's exorbita nt wealth.6
The World's Columbi an Exhibiti on of 1893
introduc ed mass audience s to the Near East for the
first time.

The Street in Cairo, Moorish Palace, and

Turkish Bazaar of the the Midway Plaisanc e fascinat ed
thousand s as they experien ced an Egyptian wedding ,
camel rides, elabora te mosques and the daring danse du
ventre.7

At the Fair, the business men and cultura l

elite discove red that one could success fully segrega te
behavio rs by style of architec ture.

The elegant

European and American architec ture of the White City
became associat ed with more intellec tual and more
cultura lly signific ant pursuit s.
decorum reigned in the White City.

A certain amount of
The less serious

architec ture of the Midway Plaisanc e, of which Islamic
Revival was a part, in turn became identifi ed with a
carniva l atmosph ere.

Islamic Revival was used to

separate serious behavio r from frivolou s behavio r
during the course of the twentie th century.

Natural ly,

not all places of play used Islamic Revival
architec ture.

However , unlike other revival

architec ture of the Eclectic Movement that was so
popular in commerc ial building s and residenc es at the
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turn of the century, the use of Islamic Revival
indicated almost exclusively amusement settings.
Even the most conservative element of society, the
middle-manag ement businessman, used Islamic Revival
architecture as a setting in which he could exhibit
less formal behavior than usually expected of him.
Masons erected "mosques" in which they could rid
themselves of their starched white collars, don the
oriental regalia of the Shriners and make merry.8
After the Chicago Exposition, those who wanted to
attract . large numbers of pleasure seekers often used
Islamic Revival as a drawing card.

Experienced in the

field of architecture , Frederic Thompson designed Luna
Park at Coney Island, New York, with the Islamic "look"
in order to create an atmosphere of emotional
excitement.

He believed Oriental architecture to be

the perfect choice for attracting an audience seeking
amusement, and the success of Luna Park substantiate s
his belief.9

But whether Luna Park at Coney Island or

the Corn Palace in South Dakota or a band pavilion in
St. Louis, people responded to the "look" of the
Orient.

Islamic Revival promised patrons a more

carefree, happier, more exciting atmosphere.
Essentially any place one found leisure, whether it be
dance halls, band pavilions or bath houses, one found
Islamic Revival.
But no amusement place could be more suited to the
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applicat ion of Islamic Revival than the movie palace.
Motion picture s, the ultimate fantasy experien ce,
needed elabora te and exotic houses in which to
transpo rt custome rs to make-be lieve worlds.

Believin g

Marcus Loew's admonit ion that they sold tickets to
theatres , not movies, theatre owners endeavo red to have
architec ts build some of the most elabora te and ornate
structur es in the country .10

Islamic Revival , with its

look of opulenc e, made an ideal choice for movie palace
style.

Chicago 's Avalon/N ew Regal Theatre and

Atlanta 's Fox Theatre are particu larly fine example s of
the movie palaces of the 1920s.

The prohibi tive costs,

and a preferen ce for a more modern style, brought an
end to the Islamic Revival movie palaces after the
1920s.11

Yet, Islamic Revival architec ture continue d

to be associat ed with opulence and decaden ce,
and, from the twenties on, reappea red in all aspects of
amuseme nt architec ture.
Archite cture serves as a metapho r for the
underlyi ng values of a culture .

In architec ture, the

Islamic Revival style never develope d a value other
than as a vehicle of enticem ent--a strong drawing card
at the Columbi an Exhibit ion, a popular park at Coney,
the architec ture of great movie palaces .

So strong is

this applica tion of Islamic Revival that it is still
used in places of play.

The venues change but the
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concept does not.

Why else would one build a Taj Mahal

casino in Atlantic City, New Jersey?
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